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January 11, 2017 

   

Via email: matthew.beaton@massmail.state.ma.us 

 

The Honorable Matthew A. Beaton  

Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs 

100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900  

Boston, MA 02114 
  

 

Subject:  Petition for Reconsideration of Approval of the South Boston Waterfront District 

Municipal Harbor Plan   

 

Dear Secretary Beaton:  

This letter is a formal request on behalf of Conservation Law Foundation and ten of its members 

living in Massachusetts identified in Attachment 1 hereto (collectively “CLF”) for reconsideration 

of your December 21, 2016 Decision on the City of Boston’s request for Approval of the South 

Boston Waterfront District Municipal Harbor Plan Renewal and Amendment (“MHP Approval”) 

pursuant to 301 CMR 23.04(5).1  

Your decision is contrary to first principles of Massachusetts tidelands jurisprudence and 

practice as applied to the 150 Seaport Boulevard site as well as being contrary to prior 

Commonwealth interpretations of its trust obligations under G.L. Ch. 91 and the Waterways 

Regulations. Your decision conflicts without justification with the approach underlying the 

Commonwealth’s 2000 approval of the underlying South Boston Waterfront Municipal Harbor 

Plan; it fails to achieve a proper public purpose in which private benefits are incidental to the 

proposal and public benefits exceed public detriments; and it sets a bad precedent for other 

“developer-driven” municipal harbor plan amendments that your Office will have to review in the 

future including the Harbor Garage site. Respectfully, there is a compelling basis for 

reconsideration of your approval of the South Boston Municipal Harbor Plan Amendment, as 

supplemented (“South Boston MHP Amendment”) and CLF and its identified ten citizens 

request that you do so. 

                                                           
1 CLF submitted comments during the public comment period on behalf of itself and its members (including the 
10 members identified herein) regarding the South Boston Waterfront Municipal Harbor Plan Amendment 
(“South Boston MHP Amendment”) on July 22, 2016. We submitted further comments on the City of Boston’s 
supplemental information document to the South Boston MHP Amendment, dated November 23, 2016, 
following the conclusion of the State’s consultation period. Both comment letters are attached for your 
convenience as Attachments 2 & 3. 
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First Principles 

Under the Massachusetts Waterways Protection Act, G.L. Ch. 91, the Commonwealth as 

fiduciary must ensure that all uses of tidelands, present or former, serves a proper public 

purpose. On commonwealth tidelands, such as those underlying all of the 150 Seaport 

Boulevard site, the law requires that all structures and uses serve a proper public purpose and 

provide greater public benefits than public detriments to the public’s rights in those tidelands. 

G.L. Ch. 91, § 14. Numerous court decisions have interpreted this standard to require that the 

private benefits associated with a proposed tidelands project be only incidental to the project’s 

identified public purpose. E.g., Arno v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 457 Mass. 434, 450-

51 (2010). 

The Waterways Regulations, 310 CMR § 9.01 – 9.55, were promulgated pursuant to § 18 of 

G.L. Ch. 91 through a detailed, extensive and exhaustive public process. The purpose of these 

regulations was primarily to provide “procedures, criteria, and standards for uniform and 

coordinated administration” of G.L. Ch. 91. Those regulations were approved by the General 

Court. The Waterways Regulations specify the minimum uniform standards applicable to any 

tideland development that will ensure that the proposed project on tidelands serves a proper 

public purpose and that the public benefits will be greater than the public detriments, creating a 

sort of presumption of approvability for a Ch.91-complliant structure or use of commonwealth 

tidelands. 

The municipal harbor planning process is a mechanism adopted by the Waterways Regulations 

to allow some flexibility in planning and development to communities within the Waterways 

Regulations framework. Relevant to your decision, a proper municipal harbor plan would allow 

Ch. 91 approval and licensing of structures or uses on commonwealth tidelands that were 

otherwise inconsistent with minimum Ch. 91 requirements for height, lot coverage, and water-

dependent use zone (WDUZ), provided that the MHP alternative standards and requirements 

achieve the same or greater public purposes and public benefits objectives of the G.L. Ch. 91 

and the Waterways Regulations. 

South Boston Waterfront District MHP      

The City of Boston has requested, and you have approved, both a renewal of the underlying 

South Boston Waterfront MHP and an amendment to that MHP to accommodate the proposed 

nonwater-dependent development at the so-called 150 Seaport Boulevard property. This 

property was converted from a water-dependent fish processing facility to nonwater-dependent 

restaurant use in 1997, which continues to this day. Because that use conversion primarily 

involved existing structures, the Ch. 91 licenses required for the conversion from water-

dependent to nonwater-dependent uses had limited options in meeting the Ch. 91 lot coverage 

and WDUZ requirements, although they did arguably fall under the provisions of the South 

Boston Waterfront MHP mantle as existing uses. The licensee was required to provide a 12-foot 

pile-supported harborwalk beyond the project shoreline and other amenities of public access 

and waterfront activation at the site. The licensee and its successor have never complied with 

those requirements, leading to enforcement action and an on-going non-compliant current 

status. As the private benefits associated with that approved use conversion have been realized 

for almost 20 years, the failure to achieve any meaning public benefits and the lack of a 

meaningful DEP response to the non-compliance is particularly striking and disturbing at such a 
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critical property for the Boston waterfront. In any event, the existing restaurants do not comprise 

the legally licensed status quo on that property.  

The South Boston Waterfront MHP had--and continues to have through the renewal--a clear 

protocol and formula that it has applied for the consideration of Ch. 91 substitutions and offsets 

and those protocols and formulas were adopted, improved and used by Secretary Durand in his 

approval of the South Boston Waterfront MHP pursuant to 301 CMR § 23 for use in the area 

planning licensing process. (“Durand Decision”)  

Included in those standards that are relevant to the 150 Seaport Boulevard decision were: 

 Maintenance of a 12-foot Harborwalk throughout the planning area as required by City 

provision (Durand Decision at 31) 

 All projects within the planning area having at least 50% open space (Durand Decision 

at 32) 

 No significant privatization of waterfront areas immediately adjacent to the WDUZ for 

nonwater-dependent use purposes (Durand Decision at 36)  

 No new buildings being constructed immediately adjacent to a project shoreline (Durand 

Decision at 36) 

 Nonwater-dependent projects on commonwealth tidelands will establish project as year-

round locus of public activity 

 Ensuring appropriate massing by requiring equivalency between Ch. 91 allowed 

maximum density and South Boston Waterfront MHP maximum density (Durand 

Decision 37) 

 For the Pier 4 project immediately adjacent to 150 Seaport Boulevard, the Ch. 91 

deviations were offset by or substituted with (Durand Decision at 47-49) 

o development and operation of a significant, signature park at the pier end on site  

o waterfront transportation activation 

o 56% open space 

o 1 square foot of open space for every 2 square feet of new net shadow 

no net loss of WDUZ through reconfiguration, including a 26’ WDUZ along the 

eastern edge of Pier 4 (beyond the 10’ minimum requirement) leading to 150 

Seaport Boulevard 

o “attention to pedestrian experience is critical” as a result of greatly increased 

building heights” 

Finally, contrary to Boston’s apparent effort to re-write history, the MHP always included 150 

Seaport Boulevard, which was referred to as the “Restaurant Area.”2 The existing structures 

occupied 80-90% of the lot area and well below the maximum Ch. 91 height. The City identified 

its primary goal for those properties as being the completion of Harborwalk at those properties. 

The discussion in the MHP relative to the site was about how the restaurants were part of the 

South Boston landscape “for years” and how they bring “an added dimension to the area and 

will support public uses on adjacent parcels and watersheet.” South Boston Waterfront MHP at 

167. There was an explicit decision that a 250-feet height envelope would not be requested for 

that site. Id. and see Figure 10-2 and 10-33 where the parcel is visually treated as a setback for 

the greater 250-feet heights of Pier 4 Phase 1 and the parcel across new Northern Avenue. The 

                                                           
2 Contrary to the discussion in your decision and the City’s position, this property was not “ignored” in the South 
Boston Waterfront MHP. Section 10.5 of that MHP  
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parcel was not relevant to the net shadow analysis or any of the new net shadow offsets and 

substitutions approved for the South Boston Waterfront MHP. For CLF, the step down toward 

the World Trade Center that was provided by that parcel proposed continued use was an 

important factor in our consideration of the request for a 250-feet height allowance for Phase 1 

of Pier 4. 

South Boston Waterfront MHP Renewal and Amendment (as supplemented)   

CLF goes into that detail in this request for reconsideration because it is the regulatory, 

planning, and historical context into which your decision arrives. Nowhere are the public’s trust 

interests greater than commonwealth tidelands that are being lost to future water-dependent 

use and significantly privatized. Your decision as it currently stands flies in the face of prior bi-

partisan Secretarial trust decisions without proper justification or authority. You have unwittingly 

adopted the approach of another City of Boston, developer-driven project that fails to meet even 

the most fundamental public tidelands requirements, either in general or relative to the 

underlying MHP. Your decision fails to ensure that the public benefits exceed the public 

detriments associated with jamming a too-tall, too-wide, and too-close-to-the-shoreline 

nonwater-dependent structure on this site. Contrary to the law and precedent, the windfall 

private benefits dwarf any public benefits being provided and constitute the primary purpose of 

this development. Nowhere do you articulate exactly how this project primarily serves a public 

purpose. 

The measures set forth in the South Boston MHP Amendment that you have approved do not 

meet minimal public trust requirements either generally or as they have been advance by 

previous Secretarial decisions on the South Boston Waterfront MHP area. Your approval of the 

lot coverage and height exemptions at this site will dramatically and permanently reduce the 

public benefits that otherwise would be available at this key waterfront location, significantly 

reduce the value of the site for meaningful water-dependent uses in the future, and create a 

precedent that will be exploited by some developers and municipalities to undercut public 

benefits in jurisdictional tidelands throughout the Commonwealth. Your acceptance of a 10-foot 

minimum WDUZ applies a Ch. 91 standard that only applies to the “sides” of a wharf or pier. 

150 Seaport Boulevard is not on the side of a wharf or pier.3  The 10-foot WDUZ, which also 

doubles as the harborwalk on the site, is noncompliant with the Durand decision and the 

approved 12-foot wide amplification for haborwalk connections in this planning area.  

Approved Public Benefits 
 
In your approval, the sum total of public benefits being provided4 in return for allowing a 
structure 5 times the height of the Ch. 91 maximum standard, 75% site coverage that is 50% 
more than the Ch. 91 maximum, and a non-compliant WDUZ is: 

 $1.5 million toward construction of Martin’s Park in the Fort Point Channel sub-district5 

                                                           
3 Unless you intend to allow projects to build new “wharfs” such as the proposed Seaport Wharf here in order to 
manipulate the Ch. 91 rule.  
4 The proposed “Massport Wharf” is an offset for lost water-dependent use zone (WDUZ) on the site and is not 
part of the height and lot coverage substitution package. The proposal for the “wharf” also appropriates public 
watersheet as the location of the WDUZ reconfiguration, not a great precedent in its own right but not a basis 
for this Request for Reconsideration. 
5 Martin Richard’s Park will be an iconic memorial to memory of Martin Richard and the family and community 
tragedy caused by the Boston marathon bombing. Its completion and long-term operations are among CLF’s 
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 Local art on the walls, wi-fi, and some chairs and tables in an undescribed internal public 
space/waiting area of an undisclosed size, all of which is actually the lobby to the upper 
floors and residences at 150 Seaport Boulevard.   

Your decision also references, but apparently does not rely on, the amplification called the 
Seaport Wharf as being a supporting factor in your decision as providing additional water-
dependent site activation. In reality, the licensee is already under almost a two-decade-old legal 
obligation to build at least 12’ of this “wharf” as consideration for the 1997 nonwater-dependent 
conversion of the fish processing facility. These operations have operated continuously for more 
than 15 years without being in compliance with the licensed obligation to build at least 12-foot of 
Harborwalk at this site.6 Moreover, your decision allows the area to be used as little more than 
an extended deck on the condominium building without requiring the wharf to actually function 
as a wharf. You have required no docking or public tie-up facilities, access ramps to docks on 
the water, fishing stations or really anything that one normally associates with a wharf. 

In contrast to the public benefits your decision deems adequate—the $1.5 million Martin 
Richard’s Park fee and “enhanced” residential lobby--the public detriments associated with the 
height and lot coverage exemptions being granted this site are significant, including permanent 
privatization of 75% of the site for a luxury condominium building that is right on the water’s 
edge and that laterally walls off of public visual access to the waterfront and open space right on 
the water’s edge. Your decision makes reference to the context of surrounding buildings but 
fails to even mention the World Trade Center or the adjacent open space between the site and 
the World Trade Center, neither of which are 250-feet tall.  

CLF finds it difficult to imagine that any reasonable person would conclude that the public 
benefits your decision accepts on behalf of the Commonwealth’s trust interests come even 
remotely close to compensating for or being proportional to those public detriments as required 
by 310 CMR 9.53. Nowhere is it clearly stated why this exception serves a public purpose. On 
the other hand, the private benefits, which may net well over $100 million to the developer for 
the development,7 clearly dwarf those public benefits. It is the private benefits that constitute the 
primary purpose of this project, again contrary to 310 CMR 9.53. There is simply no 
proportionality between the public benefits being provided and the public detriments being 
suffered, particularly when these alterations are compared with the better balance that would be 
achieved by applying the Chapter 91 controls that would apply “as-of-right” to this project. 

 

                                                           
highest interests for new, vibrant public spaces in Boston Harbor. That is not at issue. Charitable, public and 
private support is already well underway to raise the necessary construction and maintenance capital. The 
Martin Richards Park substitution is problematic in the context of Chapter 91 in that is far offsite from the 
project area and functionally unrelated to the public detriments being experienced at the 150 Seaport 
Boulevard site. The $1.5 million contribution does not even fully fund the yet-to-be-raides capital requirements 
and none of the critical maintenance and programming costs. More critically, the $1.5 million being paid by the 
developer into that park fund is completely disproportionate to the public detriments associated with 
permanently privatizing 75% of the Commonwealth tidelands on the water’s edge at 150 Seaport Boulevard 
and the windfall, private benefits to the developer of 150 Seaport Boulevard being conferred by your approval.    
6 The fact that this issue may or may not have been in litigation for the past decade is irrelevant. That litigation 
did nothing to preclude restaurant operation or the realization of other significant private benefits at those sites.  
7 A pro forma economic analysis of this project was anonymously dropped at CLF’s door earlier in these 
proceedings. We attach it here, not for purposes of the truth of its conclusions, but rather to give you at least 
one person’s educated view about what the private benefits associated with this project might be. CLF would 
ask that you request that the City of Boston provide a pro forma economic analysis for this project that the 
public and your staff can review. If the attached pro forma is even close to reality, the stipulated public benefits 
you are been led to accept are truly trivial.   
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Approval of Offsets and Mitigation  

Your decision rests on its conclusion that the public benefits identified above are appropriate 
and adequate essentially by simply adopting Boston’s approach without modification. This 
approach is based on replacing the square footage of the lost 25% open space on this site 
because of the lot coverage variance and the new net shadow from the height variance with the 
costs of developing “comparable” open space costs elsewhere in South Boston.8 This metric is 
not appropriate for determining the minimum substitute public benefits and CLF believes you 
have been misinformed about the work that was done by the City of Boston. 

The proper statutory and regulatory metric here is to compare the public detriments associated 
with the as-of-right Ch. 91 structure with the public detriments of the alternative MHP-proposed 
structure, not just the lost delta of public open space. Pro forma calculations of this delta in the 
value of the property associated with the alterations can readily be determined by real estate 
professionals. The public benefits that are acceptable should be measured in relation to that 
number, which reflects the private benefits being conferred by the MHP variances, not the 
square feet of Ch. 91 open space lost or new net shadow created. In your reconsideration, you 
should require the City of Boston to propose a formula for calculating that difference. In his 
decision on the 2000 South Boston Municipal Harbor Plan, Secretary Durand required that, 
formulaically, new net shadow be mitigated by additional open space at a 2:1 ratio.  

The City did not adhere to this requirement. In support of your decision, you indicated that you 
reviewed and accepted the process by which the City determined the $1.5 million offset. In its 
supplemental submission to you on this MHP, the City described a quantitative analytical 
process based on “consultation with industry professionals” who determined an offset range 
based on soft and hard greenscape costs for “comparable” open spaces. CLF believes that you 
may have been misled about the City’s process. In MHP advisory committee meeting notes 
dated Wednesday, May 4 2016, BPDA staff member and lead for this project Richard 
McGuinness stated that the $1.5 million for offsets was “not based upon any formula, e.g., dollar 
per square foot of shadow. Rather, the amount was developed in discussions with people in 
Boston’s Parks & Recreation Department regarding the cost of Martin’s Park and subsequently 
negotiated with Cronin Holdings.” That is not an objective process and the results of the 
“process” simply and naturally reflect the interests of the people who conducted it. The result 
does not reflect the public interests that are being lost. 

Your decision notes that “there is no formal process establishing monetary value of mitigation 
and compensation within the Municipal Harbor Plan review and approval process.” First, as 
noted above there is a process that has been used for this exact area. Throughout the Boston 
waterfront, however, your observation seems to hold true: the City of Boston has no standard, 
uniform or equitable formula or functional process for quantifying mitigation, offsets, and 
substitutes. The City has been perpetually inconsistent in their assessments of “appropriate” 
mitigation, virtually lacking rhyme, reason, or equitable treatment between developments. This 
is virtually the definition of arbitrary decisionmaking. By adopting that approach and basing your 
public trust fiduciary decision on it, your decision becomes infected by the same arbitrary nature 
of Boston’s “process.” The Ch. 91 regulations were intended to eliminate such negotiations 
behind closed doors and different deals for different developers based on political influence or 
popularity. It is very troubling that your decision is now undercutting that Commonwealth 
objective and value by allowing a meaningless MHP substitution/offset process.  

                                                           
8 The $1.5 million does not even reflect the upward part of that comparable cost range despite the high value of 

waterfront property. There is no rational provided for this generous adjustment other than the “inherent risk as 

an early action offset”, which should not be a consideration when public benefits are being negotiated. 
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The public benefits that should be proposed for these Ch. 91 variances should be considerable 

as the significant privatization of commonwealth tidelands is virtually permanent.9 The South 

Boston MHP proposes substantial modifications to the Ch. 91 lot coverage and height 

requirements. As noted above with respect to the former, the amendment represents a 50% 

increase in lot coverage over the regulations, resulting in the privatization of 75% of the 

commonwealth tidelands for a private, nonwater-dependent residential use. With respect to the 

height limitations, the amendment authorizes a building almost five times the Ch. 91 maximum. 

Your decision does not adequately explain how such variance serve a public purpose and 

provide public benefits that exceed the public detriments.  

Approval of Lot Coverage Substitution   

Your decision provides three factors for your approval of the lot coverage substitutions: (1) 

constraints of the project site under current conditions, (2) the design of the building that 

allegedly provides the public with additional access that is not considered here because it is not 

“open to sky”, and (3) the 600 sq. ft. reduction in building footprint from the first iteration of the 

proposal. Additionally, you mention the use of the Seaport Wharf amplification, although your 

decision relies on the measures in Table 1 of your determination, which does not include that 

amplification. 

Your decision references the purportedly constrained nature of this site as justification for the 

approved height and lot coverage deviations multiple times. The premise of your decision is that 

the project site is “unique” and “significantly constrained” and therefore deserves greater 

leniency in substitutions. That simply is not factually correct. There are a myriad of potential 

uses and structures for this site—all shapes and sizes—that would promote public access and 

benefit even within Ch. 91 constraints, as evidenced by the current thriving restaurant uses.  

This particular proposal is an oversized project for the site in question. The size and elements of 

this building are not serving public purposes; they are realizing greatly increased private gain. 

Such considerations of private gain at the expense of public benefits are not adequate for the 

approval of the proposed height substitutions because they do not align with the tidelands policy 

objectives and standards for plan approval as outlined in 301 CMR 23.05 and would create an 

extremely troubling precedent. Allowing a developer to propose outsized structures and then 

argue for Ch. 91 leniency on the basis of site constraints is a bad policy outcome and actually 

creates an incentive for the development of non-complying structures.  

You also appear to assume that the overhanging shape of the building is creating more open 

space, even though you are properly not counting it for lot coverage purposes. You assume, 

however, that the public will be able to freely access those areas. They are not protected as 

public “virtual” open spaces by your decisions and there is no reason the restaurant operator 

could not appropriate most of that space for dining or outdoor bar purposes. Because of the 

absence of conditions in your decision, the overhang areas provide only illusory public benefits. 

Similarly, the 600-foot building footprint reduction had nothing to do with the lot coverage issue; 

it was done to provide a minimum 10-foot WDUZ, not to provide additional public benefits.  

 

                                                           
9 CLF understands that CH, 91 licenses can be revoked and revocation may likely have to be considered to 
mitigate climate change and prevent substantial municipal storm damage. 
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Approval of Height Substitution  

With respect to the Chapter 91 height limitation substitutions, your decision rationalizes approval 

of the substantial height increase as follows: (1) 250 feet is in keeping with the height of 

adjacent buildings, (2) a tall building will not adversely interfere with water-dependent activity on 

the site, and (3) it is appropriate for the South Boston skyline as determined by the “context” of 

other neighboring developments.  

Your decision compares the height of 150 Seaport with the height of Phase 1 of the Pier 4 

project, which is at 250 feet. As noted above in the introduction, when 250-feet was approved 

for Phase 1 of Pier 4 in the South Boston Waterfront MHP, the structures on the 150 Seaport 

Boulevard site were at a maximum of two stories and the City indicated that there was no 

intention on significantly altering the uses or structures in the future. Boston and your decision 

now point to that Phase 1 height variance—which was clearly offset by much great public 

benefits elsewhere on the Pier 4 development site—as justification for continuing the same 

height along the harbor. Your decision makes no mention of the significantly lower height of the 

other historic building near the 150 Seaport site: the World Trade Center. It is unfortunate that 

you have decided to define the “context” for this new tall building in such a subjective and 

limited manner. 

Public Benefit Determination  

As provided in 310 CMR 9.53, the Secretary must ensure that on Commonwealth tidelands 

“private advantages of use are not primary but merely incidental to the achievement of public 

purposes.” As noted above, CLF does not know what the likely pro forma net profits expected 

from the approved building but we suspect neither does the City nor your office. There can be 

no question that exempting this site structure from the Ch. 91 limits amounts to a significant 

“private advantage” but no effort has been made to formally quantify those benefits to ensure 

that they have not been the primary purpose of the decision by comparing them to the public 

benefits being provided. Appropriate substitute public benefits should be determined by 

comparing the economic value to the developer of the substitutions proposed by the South 

Boston MHP to what would otherwise be permitted under applicable Ch. 91 regulations, not by 

comparing what is proposed to whatever structure currently occupies the site – especially when 

the existing structure is non-conforming and is in non-compliance with the public benefits 

requirements of its existing license. 

The 10-foot WDUZ setback, which doubles as the harborwalk for this site, does not meet the 

12-foot minimum harborwalk requirements under Durand’s decision.10  Completion of the 

harborwalk in the South Boston Waterfront planning area was a cornerstone of the plan’s 

approval in 2000. Your approval of this renewal and amendment with a 10-foot harborwalk 

contradicts the amplification approved by Secretary Durand and undermines the value and 

importance of the harborwalk as a public access feature on nonwater-dependent use sites.  

The $1.5 million public benefits analysis does not capture the public detriments associated with 

this project—conversion of 75% of the site to an over-sized nonwater-dependent residential 

                                                           
10 In his 2000 MHP approval, Secretary Durand states, “This Harborwalk standard should be uniformly applied 
as a more restrictive provision throughout the harbor planning area. All nonwater-dependent use projects 
licensed by DEP shall provide walkways that, at a minimum, are 12 feet wide, with 10 feet clear of obstruction”. 
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Attachment 2 

Pro Forma anonymously dropped off to CLF 
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